
 

 

Infrastructure Northeast 
100 Nickerson Road, Marlborough, MA 01752 

Tel 508.786.2200   Fax 508.786.2201   tetratech.com 

December 6, 2023 
 
Mr. John Lee, Chairman 
135 School Street 
Walpole, MA 02081 
United States 
 
Re: Comment Letter 2  

Neponset Village  
Comprehensive Permit (40B) Peer Review  

 Walpole, Massachusetts 
 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The following letter updates comments provided in our October 27, 2023 Comment Letter 1 in consideration 
of supplemental material provided by the applicant including their November 17, 2023 responses to 
comments, revised site plans, supporting documentation, and clarifying testimony presented at public hearing.  

Our updates are noted below in “black” with the heading “12-06-23 Update:” Text shown in gray represents 
information contained in previous correspondence while new information is shown in black text. Comments 
noted as “Comment Resolved” are considered addressed and will be indicated as resolved in future 
correspondence and include all but comments 6, 13, 21, 25, 26, 32 and 36. Comment history will be removed 
but numbering will be maintained. 

New comments generated on the revised submittals are included at the end of comment listing under the 
heading December 6, 2023 Update. 

Site Plans  

Cover Sheet (Sheet 1) 

1. The Project Site is comprised of multiple parcels including a parcel within the town of Norwood on 
which no work or development is proposed. It would be helpful to have the individual parcels noted 
clearly on the cover sheet.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 

2. There are small discrepancies between the sheet names listed on the cover and names used on 
individual sheets. The discrepancies are not significant, but we recommend they be addressed on 
future submittals.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to address comment. Comment Resolved. 

Notes & Legend (Sheet 2)  

3. The sheet is noted as “2 of 15” which is inconsistent with other sheet numbering. Recommend 
removing the “of 15” portion of the sheet numbering on future submittals to avoid confusion.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to address comment. Comment Resolved. 
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Existing Conditions Plans (Norwood Engineering)  

4. Sheet is noted as “1 of 9” and “2 of 9” which is confusing. Suggest eliminating the “of 9” on future 
submittals. 

12-06-23 Update: Response adequately addresses comment. Comment Resolved. 

Demolition and Erosion Control Plan (Sheet 5) 

5. The plan includes a “Proposed Erosion Control Line (typ.)” label but does not indicate if it is intended 
to be the compost filter sock or the sediment control barrier shown on the details. Please clarify and 
adjust the leader to point to the applicable line.   

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 

6. Given there is relatively little demolition, and site erosion controls are relatively simple we recommend 
the Board request the applicant to add some basic information as to construction management and 
phasing to better understand how the construction will be managed on such a tight site without 
impacts to abutting property or the public way. At a minimum please indicate proposed 
accommodations for contractor parking, construction trailers, soil stockpile/material staging, material 
delivery, laydown and storage and associated construction period stormwater management 
measures. If offsite locations are required for contractor parking or material staging, please indicate 
as such.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show thoughtful and reasonable construction phasing information 
however no details are provided indicating how typical construction logistics will be managed safely 
on such a densely developed site without burdening the public way or causing excessive impacts on 
abutting properties. It remains our opinion that the development team should provide at least a basic 
description of how construction logistics will be managed and how areas of the site will be used 
during construction to provide the Board an opportunity to consider construction impacts and potential 
related conditions. At a minimum, we recommend any condition approving a Comprehensive Permit 
include a condition requiring the Project to submit a Construction Management Plan demonstrating 
how construction will be managed to prevent unanticipated impacts to the public way or abutting 
properties during construction and that it be approved by the Building Inspector prior to, or as part of, 
processing a building permit application or other required town authorization of construction activity.  

Site Layout Plan (Sheet 6) 

7. Recommend including proposed reconstruction of Maguire Park and the reconstruction of the 
Pleasant Street sidewalk on the Site Layout Plan. 

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. We recommend any condition 
approving a Comprehensive Permit include a condition requiring the Project to complete the Maguire 
Park reconstruction and Pleasant Street sidewalk prior to issuance of an occupancy permit. 
Comment Resolved. 

8. The proposed fence along the railroad is a good idea but please clarify if the intended construction is 
the same as that shown in the details for the dumpster enclosure or if some other material is 
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anticipated.  We also recommend the fence be extended at least 20’ along the side lot line as an 
added measure to minimize access onto the railroad.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 

9. The gazebo is shown over the proposed infiltration system. Please explain how the gazebo will be 
supported and/or protected from wind loads. Typically, we would not recommend any structure be 
located above the infiltration system.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested, gazebo removed. Comment 
Resolved. 

10. Similarly, the mailboxes and dumpster pad are situated over the proposed infiltration system. We 
recommend the area above any infiltration system be kept clear of any permanent structure or pad.   

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 

11. Stairs and landings shown do not suggest if any of the units are proposed to be accessible. While we 
don’t expect any issues transitioning grade with steps there may not be enough space for an 
accessible ramp. Please clarify if any units are anticipated to be accessible and/or explain the 
strategy for accessible space layout and accommodating handicapped residents. 

12-06-23 Update: Clarifying response provided. No further comment. Comment Resolved. 

12. The proposed guardrail label and leader point to the curb instead of the guardrail. The intent is clear 
but suggest the label be fixed in later submissions. 

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 

Site Grading and Drainage Plan (Sheets 7) 

13. The proposed grading at the end of Maguire Park appears to create an awkward low point between 
the two 117 contours. Although not likely to result in any substantial ponding adjustment is 
recommended.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans still suggest runoff from the new emergency access will be directed toward 
properties at 12 and 15 Maguire Park with no proposed collection or conveyance. We recommend the 
design team consider pitching the road to the west (away from 12 and 15) particularly given this areas 
designation as an intended location for snow storage.  

14. Infiltration System D appears to be the only infiltration system with a dedicated overflow. Please 
describe how the other infiltration systems will discharge if capacity is exceeded or system is 
compromised. 

12-06-23 Update: Clarifying response provided. No further comment. Comment Resolved. 

15. Infiltration System D incorporates two (2) isolator rows which we strongly support and appreciate. 
However, DMH 2 is shown connecting to a non-isolator row. Drain routing should be revised to show 
all drains connecting to an isolator row.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised as requested. Comment Resolved. 

16. Please clarify if the Infiltration System D will incorporate a distribution manifold and weir structure and 
if so, please show on plans.   
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12-06-23 Update: Clarifying response provided. No further comment. Comment Resolved. 

17. Please show location of any proposed infiltration system inspection ports. 

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 

18. We understand that Infiltration Systems A-C are intended to serve roof runoff exclusively but still 
recommend an isolator row or section be included in each as a protective measure.   

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 

Site Utility Plan (Sheet 8) 

19. The sewer and water mains are located very close to each other near Unit 3. Suggest the sewer be 
located closer to the west curb line to provide at least 10-foot offset distance from the proposed water 
line. This change would also reduce the length of sewer laterals. 

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised as recommended. Comment Resolved. 

20. Suggest adding a sewer along the front of Units 18-24 to eliminate 6 of the 7 water crossings. This 
change will reduce the number of water/sewer crossings and the total length of sewer laterals.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised as recommended. Comment Resolved. 

Fire Apparatus Turning Analysis (Sheets 9 - 10) 

21. The analysis indicates a fire apparatus can adequately access/navigate the site with the proposed 
connection to Maguire Park. We recommend any decision approving a Comprehensive Permit 
include a condition requiring the Maguire Park connection to be constructed and operational prior to 
issuing a building permit.  

12-06-23 Update: Response indicates a requirement that the emergency access route be “fully 
constructed and operational prior to a building permit” is unreasonable and we agree. We did not 
intend to suggest as such but rather only seek to ensure that adequate emergency through-access is 
available before construction of the homes begins and is always maintained thereafter particularly 
during the period where timber framing is being erected on multiple units in close proximity to each 
other and adjacent homes without the benefit of proposed sprinklers. We recommend any condition 
approving a Comprehensive Permit include a condition requiring the Project to construct and maintain 
the proposed emergency access route as required by the Walpole Fire Department, including 
proposed access control gate, prior to the erection of any timber framing and that the Maguire Park 
entrance not be used for construction access or laydown. 

Details (Sheets 12 - 18) 

22. We request the Project provide a detail for each the proposed infiltration chambers including specific 
information for each location including bottom and top of stone elevation, system dimensions and 
chamber/manifold layout, inspection and maintenance ports, weir structures and offset from 
Estimated Seasonal High Groundwater (ESHGW). The infiltration systems are fundamental to system 
performance and any added detail is appreciated. Please note, the project does not appear to be 
within any area subject to Conservation Commission jurisdiction and as such is not expected to 
require their review for compliance with stormwater standards/handbook. 

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 
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Hardscape and Materials Plan (Sheet L1.21) 

23. Plans suggest proposed patios will be permeable however the paver examples shown appear 
impervious. Please clarify the intended construction and how the areas were modeled in stormwater 
analysis.  

12-06-23 Update: Clarifying response provided and plans revised to show information requested. 
Comment Resolved. 

24. Plans indicate walks will be “Broom Finish Concrete Paving” suggesting cement concrete sidewalks 
whereas the Layout Plans indicate bituminous concrete sidewalks. Please clarify what sidewalk 
material is intended and label consistently.    

12-06-23 Update: Clarifying response provided and plans revised to show information requested. 
Comment Resolved. 

Planting Plan (Sheet LP1.21) 

25. Planting Plan and Plant Schedule seem reasonable. However, no planting is proposed over most of 
the area behind Units 20 -24 which face the abutting residential building. We recommend the Board 
request the applicant to consider installing a fence or similar screening element along that property 
boundary due to the lack of any significant buffer and the anticipated ground level activity.    

12-06-23 Update: Plans have been revised to show a continuous hedge along the project boundary 
with abutting residential property and included appropriate plant selection and reasonable spacing. 
However, we recommend the Board consider requiring supplemental planting be provided along the 
western boundary of 15 Maguire Park and a portion of 12 Maguire Park to screen those areas which 
are impacted similarly since it’s doubtful that the little existing vegetation scheduled to remain will 
provide adequate screening or relief.  

Lighting Plan (Sheet L1.22) 

26. We did not see a Lighting Plan in the submittal materials but noticed light fixtures noted on some of 
the plans. We recommend the Board request the applicant to provide a Lighting/Photometric Plan 
indicating the proposed location and type of exterior light fixtures to be used and the anticipate light 
levels so any impacts on abutting parcels can be considered.     

12-06-23 Update: Site Lighting Plan (Sheet L1.22) and photometrics (also labeled Sheet L1.22) were 
provided and appear reasonable with one exception. We recommend lights currently proposed at the 
end of the access drive (Sta. 5+75) be moved to locations further inside the development and ideally 
near the proposed accessible spaces and ramps (Sta. 4+75) to avoid unnecessary light impact on 
abutting property while providing more useable light in priority areas on site.  

Planting Details (Sheet LP3.01 – LP3.02) 

27. We request a patio detail be provided.  

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to show information requested. Comment Resolved. 
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Stormwater Management Report   

28. We appreciate incorporation of offsite contributing area and natural depressions in the analysis. 
However, please explain the justification for classifying proposed impervious surfaces as 
“unconnected”. We would not typically consider the proposed impervious areas as “unconnected” 
based on their characteristics and the potential for that characterization to understate runoff rates.  

12-06-23 Update: Clarifying response provided and analysis addressed as requested. Comment 
Resolved. 

29. The proposed infiltration systems are integral to stormwater mitigation and must be maintained to 
ensure performance, yet the Operation and Maintenance Plan (OMP) has almost no required 
maintenance. Given future homeowners will be responsible for system inspection and maintenance, 
its critical for expectations to be clearly documented and responsibilities well understood. We 
recommend the Board request the applicant to provide a more detailed “Long-Term Operation and 
Maintenance Plan” meeting all requirements for such plans noted in the Stormwater Handbook and 
incorporating all manufacturer’s recommended maintenance.    

12-06-23 Update: Information provided as requested. Comment Resolved. 

30. Given the Project does not appear to require an Order of Conditions from the Conservation 
Commission, we recommend the Board consider including the recommended conditions described 
under Standard 9 of the Stormwater Handbook in any decision approving a Comprehensive Permit. 
Copy of applicable handbook section attached at the end of this letter.  

12-06-23 Update: Response indicates no objection to the incorporation of the recommended 
conditions. A copy of the relevant sections of the Handbook is attached for the Board’s use. 
Comment Resolved. 

31. The Project will disturb more than an acre of land area which typically required to obtain coverage 
under a NPDES Construction General Permit which includes preparation of a project-specific 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). We recommend any decision approving the 
Comprehensive Permit include a condition requiring the Project to provide proof of NPDES Permit 
coverage and a copy of the SWPPP prior to the start of land clearing activity.  

12-06-23 Update: Response indicates no objection to the recommended condition. We recommend 
any decision approving the Comprehensive Permit include a condition requiring the Project to provide 
proof of NPDES Permit coverage and a copy of the SWPPP prior to the start of construction. 
Comment Resolved. 

Traffic Report  

32. The Traffic Report does not mention bike parking. We recommend the site plan include a space for 
bike storage. 

12-06-23 Update: Plans revised to add a covered bike storage shed at the end of the site access 
drive. The proposed location seems unnecessarily close to the home at 15 Maguire Park, and we 
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recommend relocating to a more central location such as near the lawn area light pole. While we 
appreciate the utility of covered bike storage, we do not consider covering a requirement.  

33. It’s unclear what, if any, analysis, or evaluation was performed to determine current operating 
conditions of the nearby Union/Pleasant or Pleasant/Summer intersections. Please provide a 
summary of any assessments performed. 

12-06-23 Update: Clarifying response provided. No further comment. Comment Resolved. 

34. Tetra Tech agrees with the proposed site access improvements to provide a Stop bar at the site 
driveway approach to Pleasant Street and advance driveway warning signs. All pavement markings 
and signage shall be MUTCD-compliant.  

12-06-23 Update: Response acknowledges comment. Comment Resolved. 

35. Tetra Tech recommends that the site plans include sight distance triangles to ensure the area is kept 
free of any sight obstructing features or vegetation. 

12-06-23 Update: Plans requested are included with the updated submission, no further comment. 
Comment Resolved. 

 
December 6, 2023 Update  
 

36. Having two sidewalks traversing the relatively small lawn area seems redundant and unnecessarily 
increases impervious cover. We recommend the applicant consider eliminating one of the sidewalks, 
and potentially the concrete bench pads, in the interest of maximizing available open space and 
flexibility for its use.  

 
We appreciate the Project’s thoughtful responses and the supplemental information provided which have 
addressed or at least advanced our comments leaving only minor issues outstanding. If you have any 
questions or comments, please feel free to contact us at (508) 786-2200. 
 
Very truly yours, 

      
Sean P. Reardon, P.E.       
Vice President        
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